VETERANS TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
SCHEDULE FOR 2017

ELY   ROCK SPRINGS   VERNAL

For Van Appointment call 1(800) 613-4012 Ext 2003 or Ext 1027
** Ely: Appointments must be scheduled between 0930 hrs. and 1330 hrs.**

ELY, NV

Call office for availability – No Holidays & 11/24/17 – No van

*****Appointments must be scheduled between 0930 and 1330 hrs.*****

ROCK SPRINGS, WY

Call office for availability – No Holidays & 11/24/17 – No van

*****Appointments must be scheduled between 0900 and 1400 hrs.*****

VERNAL, UT

Call office for availability – No Holidays & 11/24/17 – No van

*****Appointments must be scheduled between 0900 and 1400 hrs.*****